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Semantic consequences of syntactic subject licensing: Aspectual predicates and concealed modality Thomas Grano (Indiana University) Introduction: Across a typologically diverse range of languages, aspectual predicates uniformly resist overt-subject complements: (1) John began [(*for Bill) to open the door]. ENGLISH (2) Zhangsan kaishi [(*Lisi) kai men]. MANDARIN CHINESE Zhangsan begin Lisi open door (3) O Yanis arxise [ na anoigi tin porta (*i Maria)]. MODERN GREEK the Yanis began SBJV opens the door the Maria This paper explains this pattern by assigning more meaning to the complement clause than is typically assumed, in a spirit similar to Kratzer‟s (2006) decompositional approach to attitude predicates as well as Bhatt‟s (1999) work on infinitival clauses. In particular, I propose that the licensing of overt subjects in for-to complements (and their crosslinguistic equivalents such as Greek subjunctives) involves a covert modal whose flavor is restricted to teleological and evaluative meaning, rendering such clauses incompatible with aspectual predicates. An unsuccessful explanation for (1)-(3): Perlmutter (1970) argued that aspectual predicates are raising/control ambiguous. But suppose Perlmutter was wrong and aspectual predicates are universally raising-only (cf. Rochette 1999; Fukuda 2012). This would explain (1)-(3): on this analysis, an aspectual verb is a one-place predicate of propositions and consequently cannot accommodate the extra arguments in (1)-(3). But crosslinguistic evidence tells against such an analysis: the control/raising ambiguity of aspectual predicates manifests overtly in Tsez in the case-marking of the subject (Polinsky & Potsdam 2002), and in Hindi, control-„begin‟ and raising-„begin‟ are two phonologically distinct verbs (Davison 2008). An alternative account: Bresnan (1972) argues that English for-to clauses have a characteristic semantics, always expressing either “subjective reason or cause” (p. 80) or “purpose, use, or goal” (p. 81). These categories, I suggest, are the modal categories EVALUATIVE/DEONTIC and TELEOLOGICAL, respectively. Bresnan furthermore argues that “The concepts of reason and purpose are semantically related, both implying motivation, and both implying directionality, whether from a source or toward a goal” (p. 81). I will call this super-category DIRECTIONAL modality. It stands in contrast to e.g. epistemic modality, thus giving rise to contrasts like (4a-b) vs. (4c). (4) a. John was thrilled [for his son to be a doctor]. EVALUATIVE b. John aimed [for his son to be a doctor]. TELEOLOGICAL c.*John claimed [for his son to be a doctor]. EPISTEMIC As is well known, controlled complements — which lack for — are not so restricted: (5) a. John was thrilled [to be a doctor]. b. John aimed [to be a doctor]. c. John claimed [to be a doctor]. I propose that the ban on overt subjects under aspectual predicates has the same source as the contrast in (4c)/(5c): for-to clauses are modally restricted in a way that conflicts with the semantics of aspectual predicates. Formalization: Prior to combination with for, an infinitival clause denotes a set of possible worlds, as in (6). for, in turn, has the denotation in (7), combining with a proposition p and returning a new modalized proposition, true just in case all worlds accessible from a DIRECTIONAL modal base are p-worlds, as in (8). (Here and in what follows, I simplify the exposition by not doubly relativizing the modality to both a modal base and an ordering source [Kratzer 1991] but rather treating different modal varieties purely in terms of modal bases. The essential insights here, though, should carry over to a doubly relativized system.) (6) [[Bill to open the door]] = λw.open(door)(bill)(w)



(7) [[for]] = λpλw. w‟ DIR(w): p(w‟) (8) [[for Bill to open the door]] = λw. w‟ DIR(w): open(door)(bill)(w‟) Crucially, DIR(ECTIONAL) is an underspecified modal base, and must be further restricted by the matrix predicate. Formally, this can be achieved by treating DIR as a DEPENDENT VARIABLE over modal bases of the right sort: it cannot be contextually valued but rather must be valued by an appropriate c-commanding expression: cf. Giannakidou 1998; Grano 2012. Predicates like be thrilled or aim are both appropriate for supplying a directional modal base (worlds compatible with the cause of the thrill and worlds compatible with the goal of the aim, respectively), but claim is not, because epistemic modality is not directional in Bresnan‟s sense. Similarly, aspectual predicates do not exhibit directional modality. Rather, either they are not modal at all (as in Piñango & Deo 2015; cf. also Parsons 1990; Szabó 2004, 2008; Silk 2014 on non-modal accounts of the progressive and Giannakidou 2013 on the veridicality of the progressive) or they have a modality based on non-interruptions (as in Portner‟s 1998 account of the progressive, building on Landman 1992). In a word, aspectual predicates imply neither a goal nor an evaluation. Predictions and implications: One implication of this analysis is that although sentences like (9) are ruled out semantically, the offending semantic property has nothing to do with the embedded subject per se: rather, there is a “conspiracy,” whereby the semantic consequence of syntactic subject licensing is modal incompatibility. We then make the prediction that if there were a route besides for for licensing an overt embedded subject, the sentence could be saved. In (10) we see that aspectual predicates also disallow overt embedded subjects via ECM/raising-to-object; but this is expected given Moulton‟s (2008) work showing that ECM complements have a characteristic semantics of their own, namely epistemicity, which is also incompatible with an aspectual predicate. In (11), however, we see that under at least some conditions, there is yet a third and successful route to subject licensing via the use of a gerund. The acceptability of (11) thus supports the “semantic conspiracy” analysis. (9) *John started for Bill to smoke. (10) *John started Bill to smoke. (11) John started Bill smoking. Another implication of the analysis is that for-to complements are semantically akin to subjunctive complements. This has interesting consequences for languages like Greek that lack nonfinite complementation. The contrast in (12)-(13) suggests that not all Greek na-clauses are created equal: na-clauses with overt subjects have the characteristic for-to semantics, whereas na-clauses with controlled subjects have a wider distribution akin to English controlled infinitives. (12) *O Yanis arxise [ na anoigi tin porta i Maria]. MODERN GREEK the Yanis began SBJV open the door the Maria (13) O Yanis arxise [ na anoigi tin porta]. the Yanis began SBJV open the door „Yanis began to open the door.‟ Selected References: Bhatt 1999. Cover modality in nonfinite contexts. PhD diss, UPenn. Bresnan 1972. Theory of complementation in English syntax. PhD diss, MIT. Kratzer 2006. Decomposing Attitude Verbs. Talk given in honor of Anita Mittwoch. The Hebrew University Jerusalem. Moulton 2008. Clausal complementation and the wager-class. In NELS 38. Perlmutter 1970. The two verbs begin. In Readings in English transformational grammar, ed. P. Rosenbaum & R. Jacobs. Piñango & Deo 2015. Reanalyzing the complement coercion effect through a generalized lexical semantics for aspect verbs. JoS doi: 10.1093/jos/ffv003.
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